September's chill arrived and we lost Inge as the trees showed their first hints of orange.
At such a time years seem like moments; remembrances would counterbalance sorrow… It doesn't work, and Inge's friendly smile in memory just makes us thoughtful. Now we gather in October. All are thoughtful, remembering ordinary days with Inge, the punctuation of a friendly smile during a meeting, an orange tree's light fragrance; there's no sorrow save in the memory of such moments.
Uncountable, the pleasant moments and other sad ones-we are thoughtful. This is our meditation, in our sorrow. We were with Inge, then without Inge. An instant and the light turns, green to orange and to red. We stop. Fate seems unfriendly.
But the solace of the memories is friendly, a soft rain of remembered moments: the still-green leaves upon the orange tree, the faithful, thoughtful contributions we came to expect from Inge… The kindly eyes-no, this will not break sorrow.
The wounds are real, the loss, the sorrow. I-we all, I'm sure-are grateful for the friendly thoughts and memories of Inge. But how shall we spend our moments? For a moment we are silent, thoughtful. We're here today. We think through pain, look at the orange tree, think of our work. The orange tree is silent. Our hearts are filled with sorrow. We are sober, silent, thoughtful, we go on without the friendly smile, but all the million moments yet to come will be better because of what we keep of Inge.
We will work through our sorrow, and Inge's friendly faithful help will live in us. In thoughtful moments we will think of the orange tree and carry on. Farewell, Inge.
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Inge and the Orange Tree
The soothing aroma, the sober glee, A thoughtful mind with a soul so free, From the chamber east, as we all see, A friendly Inge and the faithful Orange tree:
Gone they are, never to return; Waving them good-bye, the hearts still burn, In moments, the fare-well eve would adjourn: Come close by, as them we mourn! Tears flow with no intention to stop, It's okay, if on these lines, a few drop, For a soft 'kerchief, we wouldn't shop: The eyes, only their sweet memory may mop;
The violets of the yester years soon may bloom, Filling, with whispering fragrance, the silent room, As the spring comes on a pleasant boom, Will fade away all the sorrow and the gloom;
Would you o canaries! care to chant again? Thence, lessening the stress and this killing strain, O solace-laden clouds! would you kindly rain? To launder these wounds and this piercing pain.
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